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Abstract
On heavy load, the energy supplement in the starting process of Thyristor Power
Supply for Parallel Resonant Induction Heating (TPSPRIH) has trouble in catching up its
consumption which makes the system start more difficultly. Aimed at the puzzle, this paper
proposes a starting strategy based on the analysis of parameters of heating inductor and
starting circuit. Considered the process complexity in commonly used pre-charged circuit,
it analyzed relationship among the parameters of heating inductor, the iron material and
its filling status. Compared the supply speed with the decay characteristic of load circuit,
the critical starting conditions of TPSPRIH on heavy load has been gotten, then derived
the solving space of trigger angle of rectifier on energy providing. Based on the rated
parameters of a typical system, the starting strategy of rectifier angle has been proposed.
The simulation on different regions in the solving space has been made. The simulation
result demonstrated the rationality and correctness. It probably provides a reference way
for the reliable starting of TPSPRIH.
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1. Introduction
Induction heating power supply is an energy conversion device, which is widely
used in the forging industry [1, 2]. The TPSPRIH raised more concern because it
can provide more efficient power, but it’s difficult to start on heavy load because of
its big problem in its popularization and application, especially when it’s starting on
heavy load, the success rate of starting is extremely low [3-5]. Although many
scholars have studied on it, such as the [6] studied the pre-charge starting, the [7]
proposed the double auxiliary bridge starting, the [8] presented the load premagnetizing starting etc., but their starting methods are mainly by means of
changing topology of circuit to increase the medium-frequency voltage when
converting the current so as to improve the success rate of starting on heavy load.
In fact, if the energy supply speed of load circuit is not high enough, the success
rate of starting is still very low although the supply voltage is at a high level. Study
in engineering found that, in the process of starting, the decay and supplying speed
of energy in load circuit, the state of load circuit [9-11] and the equivalent
parameters of heating inductor [12-15] in different starting conditions affect each
other, but a clearly comprehensive analysis of their interactio n has not been found.
In the paper, taken the commonly used pre-charge starting as an example, from the
view of rectifier control angle, it established the objective function, studied on the
characteristics of load circuit within the objective function on heavy load, and
exported the control conditions in the starting process of TPSPRIH.
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2. Zero-Input Response on Different Load
The pre-charge starting is one of the forced starting methods, and there is a higher
success rate of starting on heavy load under the same condition [16]. The scheme circuit
of pre-charge starting is shown in Figure 1. T1 ~ T5 are thyristors, Ld is the inductance of
reactor in DC side. L, R, C, Id, iH and uH is respectively the equivalent inductance of
heating inductor, the equivalent resistance of heating inductor, the compensation capacitor
of load circuit, the current in DC side, the medium-frequency current and voltage of load
circuit.
During starting process, the pre-charged CP through T5 charges to the compensation
capacitor C. Before the initial energy of load circuit decay to zero, the triggering thyristor
T1 ~ T4 conducts alternately, and at the same time, it triggers the rectifier bridge. When the
medium - frequency voltage is established steadily on load circuit, it means to be started
successfully.
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Figure 1. The Scheme Circuit of Pre-Charged Starting For TPSPRIH
In the above equivalent load circuit, the L and R of equivalent heating inductor are
varied with the time varying. When it’s starting on heavy load, the varying rate of R and L
owns rather difference, it accelerates the energy decay speed on load circuit, it leads the
energy decay speed to be far higher than its supplying, and therefore, it results in thyristor
inverter becoming hard to convert current normally. The medium-frequency voltage on
the load becomes hard to establish, and the start will be failed.
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Figure 2. The Decay Curves on Different Load
The comparison response curves of load voltage in zero-input are shown in Figure 2. In
the figure, the curve-1 is the decay curve of load voltage on light load, and the curve-2 is
on heavy load. Both of them are at the same initial condition, and in which, their precharged voltages are 500V, but the decay speed of curve-2 is faster than curve-1
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obviously. The basic reason is that the variation rate of R and L is enormously different on
heavy load, which causes the decaying coefficient of load circuit to be increased greatly,
and therefore, it becomes more difficult to start.

3. Selection of Control Parameter
3.1. Performance of Heating Inductor
Heating inductor can be simplified as coil with iron core, and the equivalent circuit is
shown as in Figure 3. Where, RCu, RFe and L is respectively the wire resistance, the
equivalent resistance and equivalent inductance of heating inductor. Generally, the RCu is
mall enough to be ignored, and therefore, RFe and L are the key factors affecting the
technical performance of heating inductor.
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Figure 3. Equivalent Circuit of Heating Inductor
When the iron bar is heated, it is put into the heating inductor. The equivalent
inductance and resistance is respectively shown as formula (1) and (2).
(1)
L  N r 0 n r 2
(2)
R  RFe
Among them, n  N / l , l, r, μ0 and μr is respectively the turn number of coil in unit
length, coil length, bar radius, permeability of vacuum and the differential permeability of
iron bar. The μr - T curve is shown as in Figure 4, and in which, T0 is the Curie
temperature of iron bar.
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Figure 4. μr – T Curve
From Figure 4, when the heating inductor is unloaded, there must be μr = 1. When it’s
on heavy load, it exists μr = μrmax. When it’s on heavy load with high temperature (i.e. T
≥ T0), it must meet μr = 1. From formula (1), when it’s on heavy load to start with the
physical size and other parameters of the heating inductor under the same condition, its
equivalent inductance L reaches to the maximum, and also the variation law of L-T is the
same as μ - T shown as in Figure 4.
Assuming that the turn number of heating inductor is N, and its current is iL(t) shown as
in Figure 3, then the magnetic induction on the coil axis is expressed as formula (3).
B   NiL (t )
(3)
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Within the heating inductor, before the temperature of heating material reaches its
Curie temperature T0, the iron loss includes the hysteresis loss and eddy current loss [17],
and the power of hysteresis loss part Ph can be expressed as following.
(4)
Ph  Kh  BmnV
The eddy current loss part Pe is expressed as formula (5).
(5)
Pe (t )  Ke  2 Bm2V
Where, ω, Bm, n, V, Kh, Ke is respectively the alternating frequency of magnetic field
which is the same as the load oscillation frequency in the paper, the amplitude of
magnetic induction intensity which is varying with formula (3), the exponential, the
volume of heating material, the correlation coefficient of ferromagnetic materials which is
determined by electrical resistivity, cross sectional area and shape which can be gotten
from experiment.
Combined formula (4) and (5), the iron loss can be expressed as formula (6).
(6)
PFe (t )  K Fe  Bm2V
Where, KFe and β are the constant, in which, KFe is determined by experiment, and
generally, the β takes the value from 1.2 to 1.6.
When the temperature of heated material in the heating inductor is higher than its Curie
point T0, the iron loss only includes the eddy current loss shown as formula (5). In the
formula (6), when the iron loss and iL(t) are instantaneous value, it can get the resistance R
of heating inductor in DC circuit according to the thermal effect of resistance.
K   B 2V
R  RFe  Fe 2 m
(7)
iL (t )

From formula (3), (6) and (7), it can be obtained that when the varying law of iL(t),
heating material and initial trigger frequency of inverter are the same, the equivalent
resistance R of heating inductor owns the relationship R∝Nμ2, and the equivalent L owns
the relationship L∝μ from formula (1). Now that the variation rate of R is much faster
than L under the same limit condition, the decay factor of load circuit will increase rapidly
because of the variation of heating inductor parameters R and L, and therefore, it will lead
to the fact that load energy decay is faster, and the starting on heavy load becomes more
difficult.
But the formula (7) is only a kind of qualitative estimation of the variation of R, and in
which, it is not applicable in engineering. Therefore, it is relatively accurate to the
estimating value of R based on the identification of oscillation frequency ω in the
beginning of starting process.
R  2L

1
 2
LC

(8)

3.2. Analysis of Load Circuit
3.2.1. Current of Load Circuit
In the process of pre-charge starting, the initial trigger frequency of inverter is
determined by the natural oscillation of load circuit. When it’s on parallel resonance, the
load current in Figure 1 must meet the expression (9).
iL (t )  QiLd (t )sin t
(9)
Where, Q is the quality factor of RLC parallel resonant circuit, and it can be expressed
as formula (10) approximately.
L
Q
(10)
R

In the starting process, iL(t) consists of pre-charge decay oscillation current and
supplying current of DC side, i.e.
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iL (t )  iL0 (t )  QiLd (t  t0 )sin (t  t0 )

(11)
Where, iL0(t) is the pre-charge decay oscillation current, namely the current of the precharged energy to decay oscillation. iLd(t) is the supplying current of DC side, and t0 is the
lag trigger time of inverter.
It’s necessary to analyze the decaying process of pre-charged energy when the load
circuit is on zero-input state. And the load equivalent circuit is shown as the Figure 5. The
load circuit energy consumption is totally represented by the power of resistance R, so the
energy consumption speed of load circuit is the power on R.
S
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iL
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Figure 5. Equivalent Load Circuit of Zero-Input Response
In Figure 5, the initial pre-charged voltage of compensation capacitor C is UC0, after
closing switch S, the parameters of the circuit must meet R  2 L / C , and the closed loop
of RLC would produce the decay oscillation.
d 2uH (t )
du (t )
(12)
LC
 RC H  uH (t )  0
2
dt
dt
iL 0 (t )  C

duH (t )
dt

(13)

From (12) and (13), the formula (14) would be held.
U C 0  t
e sin t
L

iL 0 (t ) 

(14)

In which,
1
 2
LC
R

2L



(15)
(16)

Where, UC0, ω and δ is respectively the pre-charged voltage of C, frequency of medium
- frequency decay oscillation, and the decay factor of medium - frequency voltage
decaying which reflects the consumption speed of energy of load circuit.
In the starting process, assuming that the rectifier triggering time is the initial moment
(t = 0), then the current iLd(t) through the reactor Ld can be expressed as formula (17).
t /
(17)
iLd (t )  I d 0  I F (1  e
)
In which,
U
IF  d
(18)
R1
L
 Ld  d
(19)
R1
U d  U 2 f ( )
(20)
Ld

R1 

L
RC

(21)

Where, Id0, IF, U2, Ud, α, f (α) and R1 is respectively the initial current of Ld, expected
steady state current, input phase effective voltage of rectifier, average voltage of rectifier
output, trigger angle of rectifier, function reflecting the relationship of Ud, rectifier angle,
and the equivalent oscillation resistance of load circuit.
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Integrating the formula (8), (11), (14) and (17), the current on heating inductor in
starting process can be expressed as formula (22).
U
U f ( )
 ( t t )/
iL (t )  C 0 e t sin t  Q[ I d 0  2
(1  e
)]sin  (t  t0 )
(22)
L
R1
0

Ld

3.2.2. Power of Load Circuit
In the starting process, the instantaneous power of load circuit is expressed as formula
(23).
(23)
Pout (t )  iL2 (t ) R
Combining with formula (22), it would get the expression (24).
U
U f ( )
 ( t t )/
Pout (t )  ( C 0 e t sin t )2 R  {Q[ I d 0  2
(1  e
)]sin  (t  t0 )}2 R (24)
L
R1
Where, the front part of Pout(t) is the consumption power of pre-charged energy, the
latter one is the consumption of supplying energy, and compared with the latter, the front
is negligible. Setting the trigger time of rectifier as t = 0, expression (25) and (26) are the
simplification of formula (11) and (24).
iL (t )  QiLd (t )sin t
(25)
2 2
U f ( )
 L
 t /
Pout (t ) 
[Id 0  2
(1  e
)]2 sin 2 t
(26)
R
R1
And the instantaneous supplying power of load circuit from DC side can be expressed
as formula (27).
(27)
Pin  U d iLd (t )
Combining formula (17) with (20), the formula (28) can be derived.
U f ( )
 t /
Pin  U 2 f ( )[ I d 0  2
(1  e
)]
(28)
R1
0

Ld

Ld

Ld

3.3. Starting Control of TPSPRIH
There are many factors which could affect the starting process, but the initial current Id0
of the DC side, rectifier angle α and the initial trigger frequency ω1 of inverter are the
most concerned factors in this paper.
3.3.1. Selection of Initial Current Id0
Because the initial current is too small, it would lead to start failure of the TPSPRIH on
heavy load, and thus, it is necessary to select an appropriate initial current. There must be
two crossing points in half-oscillation-period as Pout(t) = Pin(t) in engineering, or there will
be no difficulty in starting. Assuming that they crossed the second time at t = t1. If the
required voltage in the inverter convert process is U0, then it can get the time t1
concerning the limit condition.
1
t1  TH
(29)
4
2
T
(30)

Where, TH is the load oscillation period. And the medium frequency voltage of load
circuit is expressed as formula (31).
di (t )
uH (t1 )  L L
 RiL (t1 )
(31)
dt t t
1

The thyristor converter must satisfy the basic conditions as formula (32) when
converting current.
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uH (t1 )  U 0

(32)
From formula (9), (21), (25) - (26) and (28) - (32), the minimum value of Id0 is
expressed as formula (33).
I d 0 min 

U 0 RLd  U 2 f ( ) ( R Ld C  L e
RLd L
2

2



L
2 RLd C

)

(33)

3.3.2. Selection of Rectifier Angle α
When starting on heavy load, the energy supplying speed is crucial, at the same time,
which is determined by α. Usually it requires that, the smaller the angle is, the better the
start performance. But the step voltage applied to the whole system is too large when α is
small, it would produce instantaneous high voltage in the reactor which could be up to
thousands or even tens of thousands volt. And it would break down the circuit system, on
the other hand, if α is too large, it can not meet the requirements of starting. Therefore it is
necessary to select an appropriate α to ensure the starting under the higher performance.
During the starting process, compared with the supplying energy, the pre-charged
energy can be ignored. Thus the key to start successfully lies in the energy supplying
speed, and in which, it can not less than its consumption speed.
(34)
Pin  Pout

ud ( )  6U 2 sin(   )
(35)
3

Where, ud(α) is the instantaneous voltage of three-phase rectifier output when its
trigger angle is α. Taking Pin = Pout, and when α is taken as the maximum value based on
formula (26) and (28), it could get the Eq. (36).
 2 L2
ud ( max )iLd (t ) 
[iLd (t )]2 sin 2 t
(36)
R

The solution of formula (36) can be expressed as formula (37).
 
 2 L2



arc
sin[
iLd (t )sin 2 t ],
0  

6
6 RU 2
 3
 max  
2 2

7
 2  arc sin[  L i (t )sin 2 t ],
 
Ld

 3

6

6 RU 2

(37)

6

From formula (37), it can be derived that the maximum rectifier angle is determined by
resonant frequency, current iLd(t) in DC side, and the parameters of load circuit. The
above condition can ensure that whether it would be started successfully, but the starting
performance is not necessary to be the optimal. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the
optimal solution of α in the starting process, and which is decided by the designed safety
voltage of the power system. If the safe voltage is Us0 , the most voltage must be
generated on the reactor in the changing process of current iLd(t).
Assuming Id0 = 0 in the formula (17), and combined with formula (19), it could derive
out the change rate of current.
t

diLd (t ) ud ( )  Ld

e
dt
Ld

And at the same time, the instantaneous voltage of reactor should be uL(t).
di (t )
uL (t )  Ld Ld
dt
The limit of formula (39) is expressed as formula (40).

lim uL (t )  6U 2 sin(   )
x 0
3
There must own the expression as formula (41) under the safety consideration.
+
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uL (t )  U s 0
(41)
The minimum value of initial rectifier angle can be expressed by formula (40) and (41).
U s0

 
,
0 
  3  arc sin
6
6
U

2
 min  
(42)

7
 2  arc sin U s 0 ,
 

 3

6U 2

6

6

Formula (36) and (42) have given the limit conditions of rectifier angle when starting.
If αmax < αmin, it would be failure to start. Others, to enhance the starting performance, i.e.
to shorten the setting time, it requires the current iLd(t) to response at the most variation
speed all the time, in which, it gives out the maximum variation of α, namely Δαmax
expressed as formula (43).


U s 0  6U 2 sin(   0 )
 

3
,
0   0   max 
    0  arc sin
3
6
6U 2

 max  
(43)


U s 0  6U 2 sin(   0 )

7
 2    arc sin
3
,
  0   max 
0

 3

6U 2

6

6

Where, α0 is the former trigger angle of rectifier, and Δαmax is the maximum variation
of α in the next rectifier period.
3.3.3. Selection of Inverter Trigger Frequency
The inverter trigger frequency ω1 is also an important control variable in the TPSPRIH
system, the state of the equivalent load circuit is different under different ω1. When ω1 >
ω, the load circuit is in capacitive state, when ω1 < ω, it’s in inductive state, and when ω1
= ω, it’s in resistive state that is called the resonant state.
From the formula (6), when the heated iron bar is in no difference in material and the
size, the load circuit power consumption is only determined by load oscillation frequency
because of Pout being positively correlated with ω. Therefore, if the frequency is selected
to be much smaller, the decay speed of energy will be largely lowered, and it owns more
advantageous to start. But concerned with the turn-off condition of thyristor, the
equivalent load circuit must be in capacitive state, thus ω1 > ω is a necessary condition
during the starting process. Under the comprehensive consideration, the reference
condition of inverter trigger frequency can be expressed as formula (44).
1  1.3
(44)

4. Simulation
4.1. The Range of Rectifier Angle
The selected region of rectifier angle is shown as in Figure 6. It is respectively selected
to the simulation value of equivalent resistance R and equivalent inductance L of load
inductor in terms of formula (8) and formula (1), the simulation value of Id0min and ω
refers to formula (33) and (44), the critical values αmax and αmin can be figured out in terms
of formula (37) and formula (42), and then the curves of αmax – δ and αmax – δ can be
plotted as in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Variation of Curve Α- Δ
From Figure 6, it can be seen that the curves αmax – δ and αmax – δ divide the plane into
three parts. In which, the part C is safe starting region of rectifier angle. When the rectifier
angle is in the part D, it can not be started any longer. The part E is non-safe starting
region. A, B is exactly on the critical curve of αmax. When the load decay factor δ is
smaller, the range of α is wide. With the change of the load parameters, δ increases much
faster, and therefore, the range of α becomes an extremely narrow region.
4.2. Simulation Experiment of Starting Process
In the simulation experiment, the rated parameter of medium frequency power supply
is set as 1000KW/1000Hz, and it adapts MATLAB/Simulink as the simulation tool. The
simulation parameters are set as U2 = 254V, Ld = 5mH, C = 300µF, U0 = 20V, UH0 =
500V. The response curve of varying process of load voltage is shown as in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Load Voltage Response in Starting Process
4.3. Analysis of Simulation Result
Figure 7 (a), (b) is respectively the load voltage response curve at point A and B in
critical rectifier angle of different maximum in Figure 6. Obviously, both situations could
start successfully with different α, but in the starting process, the instantaneous value of
load voltage is very close to the critical detecting value U0 which is set in simulation. At
the same time, the response speed gets slow, the regulation time of steady state gets
longer in time. In addition, the decay speed of A is smaller than B, but the starting process
is similar because both of them are under critical states.
Figure 7 (c) is the response of state for C in Figure 6. It’s in the starting region, also the
rectifier angle could not reach the critical value, and therefore, the starting performance is
superior to critical state.
Figure 7 (d) is the response of state for D in Figure 6. It’s in the cannot-start region.
Because the rectifier angle is lager than the critical value, the energy supply speed cannot
reach the requirement, and at last, it gets the failure to start.

5. Conclusions
In the pre-charge starting of TPSPRIH, the starting characteristic on heavy load is
determined by ① initial current of DC side, ② rectifier angle, and ③ initial trigger
frequency of inverter under other conditions being same. All of them would influence the
energy supplement, but the effect and start time are different. The upper limit of the initial
energy in the system depends on the condition ① , and it mainly determines the
circumstances before triggering. If the control of condition ② cannot be regulated in time,
it will affect the energy supply directly after the triggering, but a timely adjustment of
rectifier angle can improve the response speed according to the current state and the next
state of load. At the same time, the condition ③ will influence the commutation time of
inverter directly, which means a matchless trigger frequency leads to a failed
commutation of thyristor because of the complexity of starting process and the rapid
change of parameters, and thus, it is necessary to own a sufficient margin. The three
conditions mentioned above are expressed in explicit form, and from these conditions, it
can obtain unique solution at different state time.
At present, the most of TPSPRIH adopt the digital control type, and it will be more
convenient to express these constraints conditions with accurate value in engineering.
Therefore, it can obtain a better control performance, which makes a contribution to the
starting control about relevant AC–DC–AC power supply.
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